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About Optimodal, Inc.:
Optimodal, a subsidiary of Odyssey Logistics & Technology Corporation  

(Odyssey), is a leading provider of domestic tank container on flat car (TCOFC) 
transportation and domestic offshore services throughout North America.  
Specializing in the door-to-door, multimodal transportation of ISO tank  

containers and related services, we focus on the specialty chemicals industry, 

covering every aspect of cargo shipments. 

For more information on Optimodal 
and our services, please contact us:

Phone: 610-918-8228 

or email: sales@optimodal.com

Optimodal Services: 

Full range of services including:

• Tank Container on Flat Car (TCOFC) Services

o Domestic tank container on flat car (TCOFC) services via Optimodal’s ISO
tank containers and our customers’ ISO tank containers

• Offshore	/	Jones	Act	Chemical	ISO	tank	Services

o Domestic off-shore services via Optimodal’s ISO tank containers
(Puerto Rico, Alaska & Hawaii)

• Tank Rental & Storage

o ISO tank storage and rental service

Committed to the highest standards of quality, safety and regulatory compliance.

By partnering with Odyssey,  

clients receive access to a full suite  

of bulk logistics solutions both  

domestically and internationally, 

regardless of geographic location or 

cargo type, all through a single point 

of contact.

Benefits	of	Intermodal
Tank Transport:

• Increased Flexibility
• Reduced Overall Costs

• Reduced Carbon Emissions

• Reduced Fuel Cost
• Improved Safety and Security



Trucking

Trucking costs often consume the largest portion of transportation 

budgets, so we focus on developing cost-saving strategies. Our 
clients get optimum rates and reliable transport service through 

our extensive network.

Our trucking solutions include:

 • Less-Than-Truckload (LTL)

 • Truckload (TL)

 • Bulk Tank Truck

 • Flatbed and Warehousing

Choose from client self-serviced transportation management 

through our WINTM tool, or leave the management to our expert 
team.

WINTM No-Cost TMS

WIN’s toolset provides visibility and control with respect to freight 
management to help clients find cost-effective and efficient 
solutions to their logistics needs – all at no cost.

With	WIN,	clients	can	experience:
 • Savings opportunities

 • Freight spend visibility
 • Process efficiencies
 • Carrier choice – shipper incumbents or WIN carriers

WIN uses Jitterbit, a leading integration platform connector, to 

provide fast ERP integration.

Managed Services

Benefit from strategic management of end-to-end logistics 
operations through our managed services.

We manage all aspects of transportation including:

 • Cargo planning

 • Consolidation

 • De-consolidation

 • Distribution and delivery  

  of end products

 • Freight audit and
  payment

Intermodal

Clients who seek a cost-effective transportation solution with 
potential for a reduced carbon footprint appreciate our intermodal 

services. Utilizing our extensive network, Odyssey’s skilled 
specialists can move all types of commodities across the country, 

safely and efficiently.

Our intermodal services include:

 • Ocean container transport through the largest railway   

  intermodal services in the U.S.

 • Door-to-door domestic and offshore tank container services  
  for the chemical industry.

 • A specialized Load and Roll Pallet (LRP) designed for the  
  specific damage-free transportation needs of the metals  
  industry.

 • Temperature-sensitive food transportation using our unique  

  super-insulated and refrigerated ISO tank containers.

Odyssey has major wholesale agreements with all Class 1 and 

regional rail carriers. Our clients benefit from our seamless,  
door-to-door intermodal services and cost-effective solutions, 
regardless of the complexity of the routing challenges.

International Transportation Management

Odyssey’s comprehensive knowledge of import and export 
processes and regulations brings efficiency and control to 
international shipping. Our clients get coverage, even in the most 
complex shipping scenarios, using our end-to-end international 
shipping solutions.

Our	international	shipping	services	include:
 • Customs Brokerage

 • Truckload (TL)

 • NVOCC

With service solutions in more than 30 countries, sourcing for over-
the-road transportation in more than 25 countries and a global 
transportation management platform available in 20 languages, 
Odyssey clients can confidently and efficiently ship internationally.

• Handling
• Inbound and outbound 

 shipment management 

• Management reporting

• Shipment visibility

• Tendering

Odyssey Logistics & Technology Corporation (Odyssey) is a global 

logistics solutions provider with a freight network of over $2B. 
Odyssey creates expert, tailored solutions to logistics challenges for 
our clients across multiple transportation modes. With innovative 
technologies and a long track record of experience, our clients can 
rely on us to deliver thorough, high-value logistics strategies that 

meet diverse and complex transportation needs.
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